


Where are we heading?
1. Aim - what are we trying to do here?

2. How do we ‘do’ theology? Fences and wells

3. My own position and how I got here

4. Things to bear in mind
• Questions I’ve been asked
• A few considerations

5. Videos - Rev Dr Jonathan Tallon
• Paul & Homosexuality 8min
• Adam and Steve?  5min

6. Time for convo and questions



I pray that your love will overflow 
more and more, and that you will keep 

on growing in knowledge and 
understanding. 10 For I want you to 
understand what really matters, so 

that you may live pure and blameless 
lives until the day of Christ’s return. 11

May you always be filled with the fruit 
of your salvation—the righteous 

character produced in your life by 
Jesus Christ—for this will bring much 
glory and praise to God. Philippians 1:9-11



Inclusion Matters
1. Aim - what are we trying to do here?

• Please be careful – people’s lives are 
affected by Church theology and 
practice

• People made in God’s image
• Love must characterise our 

conversations and thoughts
• Our impact may not be our intention
• Language

• affirm, traditional, gay



How do we ‘do’ theology?
Bounded set and the bonded centre

(Fences and wells)
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As with straight Christians, the 
romantic-sexual lives of these 

LGBTQ Christians vary. Some are 
celibate. Some are not. Some are 
seeking relationships and some 
are not. Some believe same-sex 
relationships might be OK with 

God and some do not. Some are 
in covenant partnerships and 

some are not. Some are parents 
and some are not.

David P Gushee



Things to bear in mind

Questions I’ve been asked

• Isn’t this unnecessary? There are no gay people around here
• Isn’t this divisive? Why rock the boat?
• Can’t we just welcome everyone? We’re all sinners.
• What’s your agenda? You clearly have one
• What’s wrong with conversion therapy? That solves it
• Being gay isn’t biblical, is it?
• Doesn’t being affirming mean being liberal?



Things to bear in mind

A few considerations

• There has already been a marked change in opinion
• Our own background and sexual orientation might 

determine our views
• You might not know any gay Christians, but that doesn’t 

mean there aren’t any
• A visceral reaction is not the same as a though through 

position
• We need to be suspicious is we find ourselves in the centre

of the circle of inclusion


